SPANISH

PROVISIONAL SELECTED LIST OF SPANISH CERTIFICATE COURSE – 2014

School Of Languages and Linguistics, Jadavpur University

1. MANJIMA BISWAS
2. SAYAHNIKA BASU
3. DEBDIPTO BANERJEE
4. PUJA NANDI
5. DIPESH AGARWAL
6. SHWETA MEHRA
7. AYISHI BAINWALA
8. KIRTI KUMAR
9. SUNIDHI SHARMA
10. NAMRATA AGARWAL
11. SUSHMITA BASU ROY
12. SHRUTI DALAN
13. SAGNIK NATH
14. KUMAR SAYANTAN DEY
15. SAYAN BANERJEE
16. UPASANA CHAKRAVARTY
17. TRISHAA SAHA
18. DITHSA BAG
19. AAHELI DAS
20. SNEHA BASU
21. SOMRWITA MONDAL
22. SUDDHASATWA GUHA ROY
23. ANESWA PATEL
24. SUJATA TALUKDAR
25. GOBINDA SAHA
26. ARNAB BARUA
27. AISHWARYA BHATTACHARYA
28. RUPREKHA MONDAL
29. MOUSUMI DUTTA BANIK
30. SOURAV TALUKDER
31. ADWAY CHOWDHURI
32. MONAMI GHOSH
33. MADHUMITA SEAL
34. SHANKAR MITRA
35. BHAGYASREE DUTTA
36. CHAYAN KRISHNA DASH
37. TAPABRATA CHAKRABARTTI
38. BIDISHA DHAR
39. SRUTI CHATTERJEE
40. BIPLAB SAMANTA
41. ARINDAM CHAKRABARTY
42. PUSHKAR MANDAL
43. JIBAN KRISHNA RAY
Provisional Wait Listed Candidates

SPANISH Certificate Courses 2014

1. MADHUPARNA CHAUDHURI
2. MOUMITA GHOSH
3. SANGEETA NANDY
4. ALIVA DAS
5. GUNJAN MUKHERJEE
6. FRANCIS SHORJYA MONDAL
7. KRISHNENDU SARKAR
8. RITU SINHA
9. DEBLINA MONDAL

Note: In Portuguese, Italian and Chinese some seats are vacant. The students from waiting lists of different language groups and others applied for French, Spanish and German but their name was not appeared in the list may also place a request to the Director for the said three languages.